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Background: International Remission Criteria (IRC) for schizophrenia were developed recently 

by a group of internationally known experts. The IRC detect only 10%–30% of cases and do not 

cover the diversity of forms and social functioning. Our aim was to design a more applicable tool 

and validate its use – the Standardized Clinical and Functional Remission Criteria (SCFRC).

Methods: We used a 6-month follow-up study of 203 outpatients from two Moscow centers and 

another further sample of stable patients from a 1-year controlled trial of atypical versus typical 

medication. Diagnosis was confirmed by International Classification of Diseases Version 10 

(ICD10) criteria and the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI). Patients were 

assessed by the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale, including intensity threshold, and further 

classified using the Russian domestic remission criteria and the level of social and personal 

functioning, according to the Personal and Social Performance Scale (PSP). The SCFRC were 

formulated and were validated by a data reanalysis on the first population sample and on a sec-

ond independent sample (104 patients) and in an open-label prospective randomized 12-month 

comparative study of risperidone long-acting injectable (RLAI) versus olanzapine.

Results: Only 64 of the 203 outpatients (31.5%) initially met the IRC, and 53 patients (26.1%) 

met the IRC after 6 months, without a change in treatment. Patients who were in remission 

had episodic and progressive deficit (39.6%), or remittent (15%) paranoid schizophrenia, or 

schizoaffective disorder (17%). In addition, 105 patients of 139 (51.7%), who did not meet 

symptomatic IRC, remained stable within the period. Reanalysis of data revealed that 65.5% 

of the patients met the SCFRC. In the controlled trial, 70% of patients in the RLAI group met 

the SCFRC and only 19% the IRC. In the routine treatment group, 55.9% met the SCFRC and 

only 5.7% the IRC. Results of the further independent sample demonstrated that 35% met the 

IRC, 65% the SCFRC, and 56% of patients met both the symptomatic and functional criteria. 

In the controlled trial of RLAI and olanzapine, 40% and 35% of patients, respectively, met the 

IRC, while 70% and 55%, respectively, met the SCFRC.

Conclusion: In schizophrenia outpatients, a greater proportion of stable cases is detected in 

remission by SCFRC in comparison with IRC. The SCFRC were more sensitive to the full 

spectrum of schizophrenia. The SCFRC appear to be valid as a tool and clinically useful as they 

produce a comprehensive assessment of treatment effectiveness for a wide range of patients.

Keywords: schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, remission criteria, PANSS, PSP, long-

acting risperidone (RLAI)

Introduction
There is a need for more precise measures of both care quality and the long-term out-

come of schizophrenia treatment. A similar requirement exists for a standardized inte-

grative comparison measure of the effectiveness of treatment, as well as standardized 
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criteria for remission of schizophrenia.1,2 Such tools could 

improve evaluation and prediction of outcome for doctors, 

patients, and their relatives, so that European Federation of 

Associations of Families of People with a Mental Illness 

(EUFAMI) might further explore remission as an important 

concept for new strategy development in psychiatry.3

Achieving and maintaining remission is the primary 

aim of outpatient treatment; however, clinicians need to be 

able to set realistic goals. Schizophrenia is characterized 

by significant heterogeneity in phenomenology, course and 

outcome. Therefore, treatment requires a new approach in 

assessing remission.

Dividing remission into partial and complete, based 

on residual symptoms using the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV)4 and the 

International Classification of Diseases Version 10 (ICD10)5, 

is subjective and does not give an indication of the benefits 

of treatment or a level of success. Outcome can be defined 

along dimensional and categorical lines.

There are a number of conceptual studies of schizophre-

nia remission in Russian psychiatry. These projects mainly 

relate to the analysis of remission dynamics and typology 

in different forms of schizophrenia.6–11 The categorical 

approach is based on the stability of achieved therapeutic 

effect and the severity of residual symptoms. It differenti-

ates remission into symptomatic, with positive symptoms 

(ie, thymopathic, obsessive, hypochondriacal, paranoid) and 

syndromic, with predominantly negative symptoms and per-

sonality changes – the so-called “deficit syndrome”, sthenic, 

pseudopsychopathic (autistic, dependent personality change, 

Verschrobener-like), apathetic, and asthenic.12 (See the 

Supplementary information). Furthermore, many authors6–9,11 

describe the three main structured components of remission: 

1) residual positive symptoms and associated secondary 

negative symptoms; 2) primary negative symptoms associ-

ated with progressive or stable deficit; and 3) compensatory 

mechanisms. Despite a wide coverage of the different stable 

states in schizophrenia, a categorical approach has several 

drawbacks, such as the absence of clear operational criteria, 

including duration and stability. It is also subjective and does 

not assess social and cognitive functioning. Moreover, the 

categorical approach ignores modern multiple-factor models 

of schizophrenia symptomatology.

The International Remission Criteria (IRC)1 use a 

dimensional approach, based on the assessment of eight core 

symptoms on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale 

(PANSS),13 which present discriminated components of the 

disorder. They incorporate the five diagnostic criteria for 

schizophrenia as specified in the DSM-IV and in compliance 

with the three-factor dimensional schizophrenia model,14 

including the positive factor (delusions, hallucinations, 

and unusual thought content), the factor of disorganization 

(thought disorder, mannerism, and posturing), and the nega-

tive factor (blunted affect, social withdrawal, and the lack of 

speech spontaneity). Remission may be determined when 

all these symptoms are completely absent or very faintly 

expressed (1–3 PANSS level) during 6 consecutive months.1 

Further cross-sectional naturalistic studies have demonstrated 

wide assessment variability of the IRC in different popula-

tions with schizophrenia, but (in total) about one-third of the 

outpatients met the IRC.15–19 Approximately 70%–80% of 

patients in the naturalistic prospective or therapeutic studies 

maintained this status for more than 6 months.20–28 In a recent 

German naturalistic study, only 10.3%–13.2% of patients 

met the IRC within 1 year.28,30 In the Clinical Antipsychotic 

Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) study, within 

6 months, only 11.7% met the IRC.31 These studies, from 

the point of view of the suggested criteria, indicate that the 

overwhelming majority of schizophrenia patients are per-

manently symptomatic. However, this does not correspond 

to clinical reality.

Additional IRC limitations were found in further studies. 

First, the suggested threshold level for the chosen symptoms 

was only achievable in approximately 20% of the clinically 

stable patients.32,33 Second, Wobrock et al34 found that the 

possibility of remission varied within the different ICD10 

diagnoses. Remission was most likely in patients with para-

noid schizophrenia (odds ratio [OR] =1.54) and least likely 

in patients with residual schizophrenia (OR =0.41). Third, 

Eberhard et al35 demonstrated that not all of the suggested 

eight PANSS symptoms were specific for the diagnosis of 

remission in schizophrenia. The most nonspecific symptom 

was lack of spontaneity of speech (N6). Through discrimi-

nant analysis, it was also identified that the most distinctive 

symptoms were depression (G6) and preoccupation (G15). 

In addition, the authors insisted on including the item “lack 

of judgment and insight” (G12), showing interplay between 

cognitive impairment and adequate patient self-judgment 

and self-control. Other studies showed a close relationship 

between cognitive deficit and the stability of remission.17,20,25 

A number of authors indicated that the IRC were mainly 

 nonspecific and hardly differed from the psychosis global 

severity assessment of the Clinical Global Impression-

Schizophrenia scale, which determined remission as a “not 

more than mild” level of psychotic intensity.16,18,36 It is obvi-

ous that major limitations of the IRC include low sensitivity, 
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particularly for the continuous forms of the disease’s course, 

as they lack a social functioning assessment which ignores 

the quality and psychopathologic peculiarities of remission 

in different clinical forms and types of schizophrenia, includ-

ing affective symptoms, cognitive functioning, insight, and 

compensatory personality phenomena.

Therefore, the design and validation of the new standard-

ized schizophrenia remission criteria for different clinical 

forms and courses of the disease and a categorical typology 

of remissions, including the level of social functioning, are 

of obvious interest.

The main aim of this study was to develop and validate 

the Standardized Clinical and Functional Remission Criteria 

(SCFRC) in schizophrenia.

Materials and methods
To develop and validate the SCFRC, the study was designed 

in three stages:

•	 First stage: a cross-sectional study with a 6-month 

follow-up was conducted at two health care centers at 

a standard Moscow psychiatric outpatient service to 

determine remission stability and whether the patient 

met the IRC. The rate and specificity of remission for 

various clinical forms and courses were identified using 

the ICD10 classification. We analyzed the prevalence of 

PANSS symptoms, with symptom severity corresponding 

to the three-factor schizophrenia model and the Russian 

categorical remission typology.

•	 Second stage: we performed a naturalistic, controlled 

trial of modern versus routine therapeutic approaches in 

a group of stable patients who did not satisfy the remis-

sion criteria within 6 months. The modern approach used 

at the first health care area, relied on monotherapy with 

risperidone long-acting injection (RLAI). The second 

health care area used the routine approach and employed 

first-generation antipsychotics (1-year observational 

therapeutic study).

	 The SCFRC were formulated on the basis of these two 

studies.

•	 Third stage: validation of the proposed SCFRC was 

carried out, based on a reanalysis of the cross-sectional 

study, and the controlled trial. The SCFRC were com-

pared with the IRC in these studies for applicability and 

validation.

The first and second stages of the study were conducted in 

the Moscow Psychiatric Outpatient Services #21 (Moscow) 

at two randomly chosen psychiatric care districts, where 

all patients with an ICD10 diagnosis of  schizophrenia 

(F20.0, F20.1, F20.2, F20.3, F20.5, and F20.6) and schizoaf-

fective disorder (F25) were examined. Patients with a diag-

nosis of F20.8 (other schizophrenia); of F20.9 (unspecified 

schizophrenia); and of other psychotic, schizotypal, and 

delusion disorders were excluded. In addition, the number of 

patients who became stable within 6 months but who did not 

correspond to the remission criteria was calculated. Stabil-

ity was defined as no change of a PANSS total score .20% 

and/or .1 point for any of positive subscale items – P1, P2, 

P3, and P6, regardless of the baseline  rating.  Categorical 

remission types were determined by the  Smulevich clas-

sification,12 differentiated into symptomatic, with positive 

symptoms (thymopathic, obsessive, hypochondriacal, para-

noid) and syndromic, with predominantly negative symptoms 

(sthenic, pseudopsychopathic, apathetic, and asthenic) (see 

Supplementary materials).

However, remission types corresponded more closely to the 

definitions of Zenevich,11 in which the leading sign, symptom, 

or group of symptoms, which best characterized the patient 

state in remission, was used to separate specific types. Zenevich 

described sthenic, pseudopsychopathic, paranoid, autistic, apa-

thetic, hypochondriac, and asthenic types of remissions and 

considered that, in reality, the types have no clear borders, 

which was why he proposed differentiating by the leading clini-

cal sign that best characterized the patient state in remission. 

Besides clinical criteria, he also proposed to use additional 

social and occupational criteria. A hierarchy of remission 

variants, based on the type of personality and the leading com-

pensatory mechanisms, as defined by Kotsyubinsky et al,6 was 

also used. Kotsyubinsky et al described the sthenic, asthenic, 

thymopathic, psychasthenic, pseudopsychopathic, paranoid, 

autistic, apathetic, and hypochondriac types of remissions and 

proposed a hierarchy of five variants of compensatory reac-

tions: full judgment and correct appraisal of psychotic symp-

toms, dual judgment of psychotic symptoms, rationalization, 

repression, and amalgamation, that correspond to a different 

level of personality integrity and social functioning.

At the second stage, all stable patients not meeting 

symptomatic remission criteria were given the opportunity 

to participate in a 1-year controlled trial. The first health care 

area patients (first group) were offered the option to switch 

from their current antipsychotic medication to the RLAI 

within a government-reimbursement program, while the 

second health care area patients (the second, or control group) 

continued treatment with routine naturalistic therapy (mostly 

first-generation antipsychotics). Data were collected during 

regular visits to the attending psychiatrist after obtaining a 

written, informed consent for participation in every study. 
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In addition, 203 of 233 patients met the inclusion criteria and 

gave informed consent to participate in the study – 114 at the 

first health care center and 89 at the second. At both, most 

patients were women (56.2%); mean age was 52±15.0 years; 

and mean disease duration was 24.4±13.2 years. Also, 144 

(70.9%) of the patients experienced paranoid schizophrenia 

(F20.0); ten patients had undifferentiated schizophrenia 

(F20.3; 4.9%), 28 had residual (F20.5; 13.8%), six had the 

simple form (F20.6; 2.95%), and nine had schizoaffective 

disorder (F25; 4.4%).

Hebephrenic (F20.1) and catatonic (F20.2) schizophrenia 

forms were identified in isolated cases; two (1%) and four 

(2%), respectively. The mean total PANSS score across 

the sample was 69.2±24.9. In the Global Assessment of 

Functioning (GAF) scale,4 56.7±11.0; 62.1% of the patients 

were treated with first-generation antipsychotics in different 

combinations, 12.3% of the patients received other atypi-

cal antipsychotics, 6.9% received traditional and atypical 

antipsychotics’ combination, and 18.7% did not receive 

antipsychotic agents.

At the first health care area, 42 patients were enrolled 

in the RLAI group. Then, 35 patients from the second 

center continued routine treatment assigned in outpatient 

service. Groups were comparable within basic clinical and 

demographic parameters. The mean age was 43.7±13.4 

years in the first group and 45.4±14.2 years in the second 

group. The mean disease duration was 16.8±11.7 years and 

15.7±12.3 years, respectively. The majority of patients in 

both groups had paranoid schizophrenia (71.4% in the RLAI 

group and 68.5% in the group of routine therapy). The mean 

PANSS score was 65.7±11.3 in the first group and 68.3±10.5 

in the second group. The mean Personal and Social Perfor-

mance (PSP) score was 52.3±13.4 points in the first group 

and 54.4±12.9 in the second. Extrapyramidal side effects on 

the Simpson–Angus Scale were 4.4±5.7 and 4.9±5.2 points, 

respectively.

Treatment was administered by the district psychiatrist 

during regular medical check-up visits to the outpatient ser-

vices in each area. At the first health care area, the long-acting 

RLAI (dose range, 25 mg/37.5 mg/50 mg) was given every 

2 weeks. All other antipsychotic agents were prohibited; 

only 2 mg or 4 mg of risperidone tablets were allowed dur-

ing the titration period or in the case of the exacerbation of 

psychotic symptoms, but for no longer than 2 weeks. In the 

second area, patients were treated by the routine approach: 

24 (68.6%) patients received monotherapy with traditional 

neuroleptics (seven, haloperidol; five, haloperidol decano-

ate; four, fluphenazine decanoate; three, trifluoperazine; 

two, zuclopenthixol decanoate; two, flupenthixol decano-

ate; and one, chlorpromazine), five (14.3%) patients had 

monotherapy of atypical antipsychotics (two oral risperidone, 

one clozapine, one quetiapine) and six (17.1%) patients 

had a combination treatment with several antipsychotics. 

 Antiparkinsonian (anticholinergic) drugs, antidepressants, 

mood stabilizers, hypnotics, and benzodiazepines were 

temporarily allowed if required.

At the third stage, two independent validation studies were 

conducted with database reanalysis of the cross-sectional 

and pharmacotherapeutic studies. The outpatients ranged 

in age from 18 to 65 years, with an ICD10 diagnosis of 

schizophrenia (F20) or schizoaffective disorder (F25), with 

a global PANSS score of no less than 60. They were enrolled 

in a nested comparative randomized study of RLAI and 

olanzapine. Patient status was independently evaluated before 

treatment and at months 3, 6, 9, and 12 (raters used the IRC 

and the SCFRC). In total, 40 patients were enrolled in the 

study, distributed randomly among therapeutic groups with 

20 patients in each group. Groups were comparable by basic 

clinical and demographic parameters. In the group of RLAI, 

the mean age was 32.5±8.18 years, and the mean illness dura-

tion was 9.3±6.6 years. In the group of olanzapine, the mean 

age was 36.5±9.04 years, and the mean illness duration was 

12.9±9.03 years.

Symptomatic and functional criteria of SCFRC in 

comparison with the IRC (without duration criterion) were 

validated using an independent sample of schizophrenia 

outpatients. Independent experts verified diagnosis, rated 

scales, and assessed the IRC and the SCFRC. All voluntary 

consented patients at one health care area of the Moscow 

Psychiatric Outpatient Services #1 in Moscow were enrolled 

in accordance with the same criteria as at the first stage. 

Therefore, 104 patients were enrolled in the study; 57 (55%) 

were women. Paranoid schizophrenia with continuous course 

(F20.00) was diagnosed in 25 (24%) patients, paranoid 

schizophrenia with episodic course and progressive deficit 

(F20.01) in 23 (22%), paranoid schizophrenia with episodic 

course and stable deficit (F20.02) in 27 (26%), paranoid 

schizophrenia with remittent course (F20.03) in five (15%), 

undifferentiated schizophrenia (F20.3) in seven (7%), 

and schizoaffective disorder (F25) was diagnosed in eight 

patients. The mean age of the patients was 46.9±14.1 years; 

the mean duration of the illness was 18.2±11.4 years. Eighty-

five (82%) were treated with first-generation antipsychotics, 

including different combinations. Seven (7%) were treated 

with second-generation antipsychotic agents. Three (3%) 

were treated with a combination of atypical and traditional 
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antipsychotic agents. Nine (9%) patients did not receive any 

antipsychotic treatment.

Assessment
The IRC assessment was performed, according to the opera-

tional criteria set up by the Remission Schizophrenia Work-

ing Group.1 The symptomatic criteria included eight core 

PANSS items (delusions, unusual thought content, hallucina-

tions, conceptual disorganization, mannerisms or posturing, 

blunted affect, social withdrawal, lack of spontaneity) with a 

score #3. The duration criterion was symptomatic remission 

maintained over 6 consecutive months.

The ICD10 diagnosis in all studies was verified by the 

Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI),37 as 

well as by the analysis of data received from the patient medi-

cal files. Further verification was obtained in interviews with 

both the patient and their relatives. In the cross-sectional pop-

ulation study with the 6-month follow-up, symptomatology 

of the homogeneous outpatient cohort was assessed using the 

validated Russian language version of PANSS,38 and social 

functioning with the GAF scale.4 In the observational 1-year 

trial, the symptom severity was assessed with PANSS,38 

functioning level with the PSP scale,39 and compliance with 

Rating of Medication Influences.40 All adverse events were 

registered during treatment. Extrapyramidal symptoms were 

additionally assessed using the Simpson–Angus Scale.41

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the software 

STATISTICA 6.0 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). Descrip-

tive statistics, such as the mean value, standard deviation, 

and 75th percentile (the threshold value for at least 75% 

of cases) were used. Statistical variance for quantitative 

data, expressed in absolute values with normal distribution 

and equal dispersions, was calculated using the two-sided 

Student’s t-test. Comparison of independent continuous 

non-normally distributed variables was performed using the  

Mann–Whitney U test. For relative values, the Fisher 

criterion was used. Dependent variables were compared 

using the Wilcoxon matched-pair test and the Friedman 

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Spearman’s rank order 

correlation (R-values) was used as a measure of associa-

tion between remission probability and different baseline 

patient characteristics in the 1-year observational study. 

The predictive value of various factors in the population 

study was assessed with logistic regression. The general 

linear univariate model procedure was used to perform 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to determine the effect 

of the PANSS item scores (covariates) on the degree of 

symptomatic remission (dependent variable), depending on 

different ICD10 diagnoses as the categorical factor. The OR 

procedure and the logistic regression were used to evaluate 

associations between categorical factors (ICD10 diagnoses, 

illness courses, etc) and symptomatic remission. Missing 

data were substituted with sample averages in the cross-

sectional population study, and in the 6-month follow-up 

and the 1-year observational therapeutic studies, the last 

observation carried forward procedure was used.

Ethical considerations
The local ethics committee of the Moscow Research Psychia-

try Institute approved the study design, methods, therapeutic 

interventions, and the text of the patient information list in 

compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All included 

patients provided separate informed consent for participation 

in different parts of the study.

Results
First-stage results, cross-sectional 
population study with prospective 
6-month follow-up
The cross-sectional study identified 64 out of the 203 out-

patients (31.5%) as corresponding to the IRC symptomatic 

criteria; at the same time, 139 subjects (68.5%) did not meet the 

IRC. Only 53 patients (26.1%), who previously corresponded 

to the IRC, maintained their status during the further 6-month 

follow-up period without changing their treatment regimen. 

In the same period, 105 out of the 139 patients (51.7%), who 

did not previously meet symptomatic criteria, remained stable 

throughout. Most patients, who met the IRC, were diagnosed 

as having episodic (21/39.6%) or remittent (eight/15.0%) 

courses, according to the ICD10, of paranoid schizophrenia, 

or schizoaffective disorder (nine/17.0%). The subjects with 

more severe illness forms predominated in the group of stable 

patients who did not meet the symptomatic criteria. These 

forms included continuous (43/41.0%) and episodic with stable 

deficit (31/29.5%) courses of paranoid schizophrenia, undif-

ferentiated (six/5.7%), residual (16/15.2%), and hebephrenic 

(two/1.9%) or catatonic (three/2.9%) schizophrenia.

All patients were assessed according to their category of 

clinical remission. Out of 203 patients, 15 (7.4%) had remis-

sions with no residual symptoms. Symptomatic remission, 

with residual positive symptoms, was observed in 84 patients 

(46% from all patients in remission), and syndromic remis-

sion, with “deficit status” and the domination of different 
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negative symptoms or personality changes, in 83 patients 

(45.6%) (Table 1).

The association of a categorical remission clinical type with 

an ICD10 diagnosis was evaluated in the stable patients, who 

met or did not meet the IRC. Paranoid schizophrenia patients 

with a continuous course had a mean total PANSS score of 

74.2±9.2 and a GAF score of 53.0±6.9. The most frequently 

observed remission types were paranoid and apathetic, in 

25 patients (55.6%) and 15 patients (33.3%), respectively. In 

paranoid schizophrenia with an episodic course, the PANSS 

mean score was 55.1±7.7 and GAF, 67.9±12.3. Those patients 

in remission were more variable: paranoid remission – 18 

(34.6%); pseudopsychopathic – 10 (19.2%); thymopathic – 7 

(13.5%); and asthenic – 7 (13.5%). Half of the patients with 

remittent courses of paranoid schizophrenia had an intermis-

sion – 4 (50%); 2 (25%) patients had paranoid and 2 (25%) 

had thymopathic remission types. The PANSS mean score was 

40.4±4.0, and the GAF score was 78.3±4.5. In the undifferenti-

ated schizophrenia form, PANSS and GAF mean scores were 

66.8±11.0 and 58.5±6.3, respectively. Variants of remission 

types were: paranoid, three (37.5%); pseudopsychopathic, two 

(25%); thymopathic, one (12.5%); and asthenic, one (12.5%). 

Residual schizophrenia was characterized by apathetic remis-

sion prevailing, eight (32%); then thymopathic, four (16%); 

pseudopsychopathic, four (16%); paranoid, three (12%); and 

asthenic, two (8%). In simple schizophrenia, different negative 

symptoms and other axis impairments were dominant, so that 

apathetic four (66.7%) and asthenic two (33.3%) remissions 

were observed most frequently. The PANSS and GAF mean 

scores were 57.8±2.3 and 59.3±7.5, respectively. In schizoaf-

fective disorder, most of the patients had intermission – 5 

patients (55.6%). Both thymopathic and asthenic remission 

were observed in an equal number of patients, two (22.2%) 

each. The PANSS mean score was 41.9±6.2; GAF, 79.8±4.6.

In 53 patients, who met the IRC, 28.3% had remissions with 

no residual symptoms, 30.2% were in thymopathic  remission 

type; 26.4%, asthenic; 7.5%, sthenic; 3.8%, paranoid; 1.9% 

hypochondriacal and pseudopsychopathic. Among 105 stable 

patients, who did not meet IRC, 46.7% had a paranoid type of 

remission; 29.5% apathetic; 19.1% pseudopsychopathic; and 

1.9% asthenic. Other variants were observed in isolated cases. 

In short, the patients who satisfied the IRC showed the most 

favorable remission types (sthenic, asthenic, and thymopathic) 

without expressed deficit symptoms or gross personality 

pathology. In the stable patient group, who did not meet IRC, 

more severe personality changes were observed (pseudopsy-

chopathic, paranoid, and apathetic types of remission), and 

among compensatory mechanisms we observed that isolation, 

and an amalgamation of psychotic experiences prevailed.

The analysis of patients in different categories of remis-

sion identified the essential psychopathological domains 

from which the quantified operational criteria of remission 

were designed. First, there are positive symptoms, which in 

the majority of stable outpatients, do not achieve threshold 

PANSS levels suggested by the IRC group. Second, there are 

negative symptoms (asthenic, apathetic, and abulic symp-

tomatology, emotional flattening, social withdrawal, and 

autism). Third, there are thought and speech disorders and 

affective symptoms (depression and acquired cyclothymia). 

Participation of compensatory mechanisms, specific for 

certain remission types and clinical forms, indicates that it 

is necessary to allocate insight and judgment as one of the 

most important components of remission.

Categorical remission types were analyzed in contrast with 

the three-factor dimensional model of schizophrenia. This model 

could not describe all the observed  symptomatology. Affective 

symptoms must be included within standardized criteria. In 

addition, we found other symptoms that are not recognized in 

the IRC: volitional impairment expressed by vacillation and 

ambivalence (changes related to dependent personality change), 

impulsivity, and internal motive control disturbances in patients 

with pseudopsychopathic remission, lack of communicative-

ness, social avoidance, and emotional withdrawal in autistic 

remission, as well as disbulic signs in pseudopsychopathic 

remission and Verschrobener personality changes.

The severity of eight PANSS symptoms of IRC was fol-

lowed. Threshold for 3 and fewer points appeared to be unach-

ievable for some types and courses of schizophrenia in spite 

of long-term stability and treatment with the most modern 

medications.25 First, the IRC-proposed threshold was achievable 

by all symptoms in only paranoid schizophrenia with remit-

tent course and schizoaffective disorder. Second, the different 

Table 1 Distribution of categorical (clinical) remission types 
(cross-section population study)

Remission types Patients/% of patients 
in remission (N=182)

Patients in partial remission: 167 (82.3% of included patients)
symptomatic  
remission

Total: 84, 46.2%
Thymopathic 20/11%
Obsessive 1/0.5%
hypochondriac 2/1.0%
Paranoid 61/33.5%

syndromic  
remission

Total: 83, 45.6%
sthenic 4/2.2%
Pseudopsychopathic 25/13.7%
apathetic 35/19.2%
asthenic 19/10.4%
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clinical types of schizophrenia failed to meet this level in 

different symptomatic dimensions. Thus, paranoid schizophre-

nia with continuous course and undifferentiated schizophrenia 

did not meet symptomatic remission for positive and negative 

symptom dimensions, while for paranoid schizophrenia with 

episodic course, residual, and simple schizophrenia, only 

negative symptom dimension was unachievable. The logistic 

regression model revealed that the ICD10 diagnosis (remittent 

and episodic with progressive deficit paranoid schizophrenia, 

F20.01, F20.03, and schizoaffective disorder F25 versus other) 

(OR =5.95) and the GAF score (OR =1.29) significantly pre-

dicted the outcome of symptomatic remission; whereas, the 

history of psychotic disorder in first-degree relatives (OR =0.44) 

and presence of disability (OR =0.64) decreased the likelihood 

of symptomatic remission. Age, illness duration, and previous 

antipsychotic treatment (atypical versus typical) variables did 

not reach statistical significance.25

second-stage results, 12-month 
prospective naturalistic therapeutic study
While using IRC as a treatment efficacy measure, it was 

found out that after switching to RLAI, three times more 

patients achieved remission (19%) in comparison to the 

control group continuing routine therapy (5.7%).25 The cor-

relation, ANCOVA and regression analyses demonstrated 

that, first, a lower PANSS total score (status severity) and 

more  favorable diagnosis, according to the ICD10, are 

associated with a higher probability of remission. Second, 

remission is not predetermined by a mere symptom reduc-

tion. Third, remission is closely related to social function-

ing improvement, and an initial lower level of social and 

cognitive functioning is associated with a lesser probability 

of remission.

standardized clinical and functional 
remission criteria
The SCFRC were formulated, based on the data of the cross-

sectional population and observational pharmacotherapeutic 

studies (Table 2).

The PANSS level of all symptoms should be 3 points or 

less for determining remission in schizoaffective disorder, 

episodic course with progressive deficit and remittent courses 

of paranoid schizophrenia. The PSP functioning level should 

be 71–80 or more.

Table 2 scFrc in schizophrenia according to the icD10 diagnosis

Dimensions of  
psychopathology

ICD10 diagnosis

(clinical forms)

F20.01 
F20.03 
F25

F20.00 F20.02 F20.3 F20.5 F20.6

PANSS items Severity threshold score

Psychoticism  
(reality distortion)

Delusions (P1) #3 #5 #3 #4 – –
Unusual thought content (g9) #3 #5 #3 #4 #3 –
hallucinations (P3) #3 #4 #3 #4 – –

Disorganization conceptual disorganization (P2) #3 #3 #3 #3 #3 –
Mannerisms/posturing (g5) #3 #3 #3 #3 #3 #3

Negative symptoms Blunted affect (N1) #3 #4 #4 #4 #4 #4
social withdrawal (N4) #3 #4 #4 #4 #4 #4
Lack of spontaneity and flow  
of conversation (N6)

#3 #4 #3 #4 #4 #4

autistic remission emotional withdrawal (N2) – #4 #4 #4 #4 –
affective symptoms Depression (g6) #3 #3 #3 #3 #3 #3
remission similar to that  
in acquired cyclothymia

hyperactivity (P4) #3 – #3 #3 – –

Disturbance of volition  
(changes similar to those  
in dependent personality)

Disturbance of volition (g13) #3 – #3 – #3 –

insight lack of judgment and insight (g12) #3 #4 #3 #3 #3 #3
supplemental aggression risk  
symptoms (pseudopsychopathic  
remission)

Difficulties in delay  
of gratification (S2)

– #4 #4 #4 #4 –

affective lability (s3) – #4 #4 #4 #4 –
PsP scale 71–80  

or more
51–60  
or more

51–70  
or more

51–60  
or more

51–70  
or more

51–70  
or more

Note: Duration criterion was defined as maintenance of symptomatic remission over 6-month period.
Abbreviations: SCFRC, Standardized Clinical and Functional Remission Criteria; ICD10, International Classification of Diseases Version 10; PANSS, Positive and Negative 
syndrome scale; PsP, Personal and social Performance scale.
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For continuous paranoid schizophrenia the severity 

threshold for the items “delusions” and “unusual thought 

content” should be 5 points or less; for “hallucinations,” it 

should be 4 points or less. For negative symptoms (“blunted 

affect”, “passive or apathetic social withdrawal”, and “lack of 

spontaneity and flow of conversation”), an acceptable level is 

4 points or less. Symptoms of disorganization (“conceptual 

disorganization”, “mannerisms and posturing”) should be 

3 points or less. Intensity of “depression” and “lack of judg-

ment and insight” items should be not higher than 3 and 4, 

respectively. The PSP functioning level should be not less 

than 51–60 points.

To determine symptomatic remission in paranoid schizo-

phrenia with episodic course and stable deficit, symptom 

severity level of positive (“delusions”, “unusual thought 

content”, “hallucinations”) and disorganization factors 

(“conceptual disorganization”, “mannerism and posturing”) 

should be 3 points or less. Intensity of “blunted affect” and 

“passive or apathetic social withdrawal” negative symptoms 

is compliant with a level of 4 points or less, and for the item 

“lack of spontaneity and flow of conversation” – 3 points or 

less. Intensity of “depression” and “lack of judgment and 

insight” should be at 3 points or less. The PSP functioning 

level should be about 51–70 points.

A level of 4 points or less is acceptable in undifferenti-

ated schizophrenia for intensity of positive (“delusions,”  

“unusual thought content”, “hallucinations”) and negative 

(“blunted affect” and “passive or apathetic social with-

drawal”, “lack of spontaneity and flow of conversation”) 

symptoms.  Symptoms of disorganization factor (“concep-

tual disorganization”, “mannerism and posturing”) should 

be at a level of 3 points or less. Severity of “depression” 

and “lack of judgment and insight” should be at 3 points 

or less. The PSP functioning level should not be less than 

51–60 points.

In residual schizophrenia, symptoms “delusions” and 

“hallucinations” are absent, but some patients in remis-

sion experience symptoms of “unusual thought content”, 

the severity of which should not be higher than 3 points. 

Symptoms of disorganization factor (“conceptual disorga-

nization”, “mannerism and posturing”) should be at a level 

of 3 points or less. Negative symptomatology (“blunted 

affect” and “passive or apathetic social withdrawal”, 

“lack of spontaneity and flow of conversation”) should 

be consistent with a level of 4 points or less. Severity of 

“depression” and “lack of judgment and insight” should 

be at 3 points or less. The PSP functioning level should be 

around 51–70 units.

The pseudopsychopathic type of remission is possible 

in some cases of paranoid schizophrenia with continuous or 

episodic course with stable deficit, undifferentiated schizo-

phrenia, and residual schizophrenia. To determine remission 

adequately in these patients, additional PANSS items should 

be used. Thus, in the clinical variant of autistic remission, 

severity of “emotional withdrawal” should be at a level of 

4 or less. In remission with the acquired traits of dependent 

personality level of “disturbance of volition”, the level should 

not be above 3 points. Additional items of supplemental 

PANSS subscale for assessment of aggression risk (“difficul-

ties in delay of gratification” and “affective lability”) should 

produce a level of 4 points or less in a genuine pseudopsy-

chopathic variant of remission.

In simple schizophrenia, positive symptoms are absent: 

“mannerisms and posturing” may be at a minimal level of 

3 points or less. Negative symptoms (“blunted affect” and 

“passive or apathetic social withdrawal”, “lack of spontaneity 

and flow of conversation”) should be at a level of 4 points 

or less. Severity of “depression” and “lack of judgment and 

insight” should be at 3 points or less. The PSP functioning 

level should be about 51–70 points.

results of third-study stage, standardized 
clinical and functional remission criteria 
validation
Database reanalysis of cross-sectional 
population and 1-year prospective observational 
pharmacotherapeutic study
Repeated data analysis of the cross-sectional population 

study demonstrated that 65.5% of patients corresponded 

to the new SCFRC, while only 31.5% of patients met the 

symptomatic IRC (Figure 1). Data reanalysis of the 1-year 
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Figure 1 comparative sensitivity and validity of symptomatic irc and scFrc in 
two independent populations of schizophrenic outpatients.
Note: cross-sectional population studies in two different outpatient services.
Abbreviations: irc, international remission criteria; scFrc, standardized clinical  
and Functional remission criteria.
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observational therapeutic study demonstrated that the 

SCFRC cover about four times more stable patients than 

the IRC. After 12 months of treatment, 70% of patients 

corresponded to the SCFRC in the RLAI group and 55.9% 

in the routine therapy group. At the same time, in the RLAI 

group, only 19% of patients satisfied IRC; in the control 

group, it was 5.7% (Figure 2).

results of nested open-label randomized 
trial; 12-month study of rlai versus 
olanzapine
At 12 months, 45% of the patients corresponded to the 

symptomatic, and 40% to the symptomatic and duration 

IRC criteria in the RLAI treatment group, 50% of patients 

met the symptomatic criteria, and 35% met the duration 

criterion within the olanzapine group. When SCFRC 

was used, in the RLAI group, 80% of patients met the 

symptomatic criteria, and 70% met the duration criterion. 

In the olanzapine group, 60% and 55% of patients met 

those criteria, respectively. Therefore, by considering the 

broader range of clinical forms and courses, remission in 

schizophrenia could be diagnosed more widely. Difference 

in remission rates between SCFRC and IRC is shown in 

Figure 3.

results of remission criteria validation  
in independent outpatient sample,  
a cross-sectional population study
Only 35% of the patients met the symptomatic IRC, 65% of 

the patients satisfied the symptomatic SCFRC, and 67% the 

functional criterion; 56% of patients met both symptomatic 

and functional remission criteria (Figure 1). Rate distribution 

for both of the remission criteria (dependent on the ICD10 

diagnosis) is shown in Table 3.

Any patient with continuous paranoid schizophrenia did 

not meet the IRC; at the same time, 36% of patients met the 

SCFRC. However, 69.6% of the patients with episodic course 

and progressive deficit paranoid schizophrenia met the IRC, 

and only 43.5% met the SCFRC. Moreover, 80% of patients 

with remittent paranoid schizophrenia, and 100% of patients 

with schizoaffective disorder met the IRC, and only 60% and 

85.5% achieved the SCFRC symptomatic threshold for these 

diagnoses. In other words, the suggested criteria were more 

sensitive in respect to these patients, and this should alert the 

clinician with regards to possible treatment modification to 

achieve a better outcome.

One-factor analysis of the variance of conformity 

between the ICD10 diagnosis and the remission criteria 

discovered an absence of any statistically significant influ-

ence of diagnosis on the SCFRC, which demonstrates a 

greater diagnostic stability in comparison with IRC, in which 

the diagnostic sensitivity changed, according to the ICD10 

diagnosis (Figure 4).

In Table 4, the descriptive statistics are presented for 

every PANSS item of the SCFRC and the PSP score, accord-

ing to the ICD10 diagnosis. Overall, the suggested symptom 

thresholds were adequate for all diagnosis variants. The mean 

score for the item “conceptual disorganization” was slightly 

higher than suggested in the group of continuous paranoid 

schizophrenia patients, which decreased the SCFRC achieve-

ment rate for this diagnosis.
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Figure 2 comparative sensitivity and validity of irc and scFrc.
Note: cohort observational, 12-month prospective, switch study from naturalistic antipsychotic therapy to rlai in stable schizophrenic outpatients.
Abbreviations: irc, international remission criteria; scFrc, standardized clinical and Function remission criteria; rlai, risperidone long-acting injectable.
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Discussion
The international expert working group for consensus on 

remission criteria in schizophrenia defined remission as:

[…] an improvement in core signs and symptoms to the 

extent that any remaining symptomatology is of such low 

intensity that it no longer interferes significantly with 

behavior, and is below the threshold typically utilized in 

justifying an initial diagnosis of schizophrenia1

and offered the IRC, based on eight symptoms.

Lately, it has been shown that the suggested approach 

and criteria were only partially reflecting clinical real-

ity. According to the results of a few past studies, only 

one-third of the cases in the patient population achieve 

symptomatic remission,17,19,24 and only approximately 

10% maintain remission in the long-term.29–31 Our recent 

study from a city outpatient schizophrenia sample has 

shown that the majority of patients with a stable symp-

tomatology and chronic illness course (about 80%) do 

not achieve the suggested IRC. This remains the case, 

even after switching to treatment with a more modern 

long-acting atypical antipsychotic (RLAI).25 Results of 

this study concur with the Wobrock et al34 data; that is to 

say, that paranoid  schizophrenia patients with  episodic or 

 remittent courses are more likely to meet the IRC than 

patients with other ICD10 diagnosis types (for example, 

0
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Figure 3 remission rate according to scFrc and irc on 12 months of comparative randomized trial of rlai and olanzapine.
Abbreviations: scFrc, standardized clinical and Functional remission criteria; irc, international remission criteria; rlai, risperidone long-acting injectable; p/o, per os 
(to be taken orally).

Table 3 Distribution of patients in remission who met the scFrc and the irc, according to the icD10 diagnosis in an independent 
sample of schizophrenic outpatients (cross-sectional population study)

Diagnosis  
(ICD10)

Number of  
patients

IRC SCFRC

Symptomatic  
criteria

Functional  
criterion

Symptomatic and 
functional criteria

F20.00 25 (100%) 0 (0%) 12 (48%) 14 (60.9%) 9 (36%)
F20.01 23 (100%) 16 (69.6%) 15 (65.2%) 11 (47.8%) 10 (43.5%)
F20.02 27 (100%) 5 (21.7%) 19 (70.4%) 19 (70.4%) 18 (66.7%)
F20.03 5 (100%) 4 (80%) 3 (60%) 5 (100%) 3 (60%)
F20.3 7 (100%) 3 (42.9%) 4 (57.1%) 6 (85.7%) 4 (57.1%)
F20.5 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 5 (83.3%) 5 (83.3%) 5 (83.3%)
F20.6 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 2 (66.7%) 2 (66.7%) 2 (66.7%)
F25 8 (100%) 8 (100%) 7 (87.5%) 8 (100%) 7 (87.5%)
Total 104 (100%) 36 (35%) 68 (65%) 70 (67%) 58 (56%)

Abbreviations: SCFRC, Standardized Clinical and Functional Remission Criteria; IRC, International Remission Criteria; ICD10, International Classification of Diseases Version 10.
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residual  schizophrenia), as well as with the data of other 

 investigators, who indicated that symptoms such as 

depression, illness insight, cognitive impairment, and, 

most essentially, level of social functioning, should be 

considered in remission criteria.17,20,35,42,43 Otherwise, for 

most chronic patients in stable status, clinically evaluated 

by the attending psychiatrist as to their possible remission, 

the symptomatic IRC threshold is not met. Our preliminary 

cross-sectional study of the outpatient schizophrenia popu-

lation with the 6-month follow-up period also demonstrated 

that the most important factors influencing the ability to 

meet the IRC were the type of disease course, the severity 

of status, and the level of functioning.25 So, we believe that 

definition of remission formulated by Zenevich11 as:

[…] a resolution or alleviation of psychopathological 

symptoms and achievement of various levels of functional 

recovery that include an interval from full recovery (symp-

tomatic and functional) to marked deficit […]

is close to actual clinical practice and allows the develop-

ment of a more efficient remission model in schizophrenia.

Our operational remission criteria are based on this approach 

and, from the one hand, we are considering the  Kraepelinian 

schizophrenia forms and course types accordance to the ICD10, 

with clinical (categorical) peculiarities of the different deficit 

states in schizophrenia (affective symptoms, disturbance of 

volition, insight of illness, and some other important PANSS 

symptoms were added), as well as a level of social adaptation. 

On the other hand, we based our criteria on the contemporary 

dimensional model and used validated operational definitions 

and intensity grades of PANSS symptoms with the quantified 

assessment of the functioning level by the PSP scale. The most 

important features of the proposed SCFRC are the following: 

first, these criteria encompass all the symptoms of the IRC, 

use operational definitions of the most widespread, interna-

tionally accepted and validated scales (PANSS and PSP), and 

consider all three dimensions of schizophrenia phenomenology. 

Second, it is noteworthy that an episodic course with a pro-

gressive deficit, a remittent course of paranoid schizophrenia 

and schizoaffective disorder, was pooled in a single remission 

group because of the possibility to achieve minimal level 

for all chosen  symptoms. Third, symptoms from the Supple-

mental Aggression Risk subscale of PANSS (difficulty in 

delay of gratification and affective lability) were chosen for 

the description of the volition distortion, which is frequently 

present in patients with so-called pseudopsychopathic remis-

sion. Practically all positive symptoms were excluded from 

the remission criteria for simple and residual schizophrenia. 

However, remission criteria were not developed for hebephre-

nic and catatonic schizophrenia, due to their low prevalence 

in our population study.25 A validation of the SCFRC showed 

that they cover a greater percentage of the stable schizophrenia 

outpatients in comparison with the IRC. This is more consistent 

with the domestic approach to  remission in schizophrenia and 
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also considers diversity of  disease outcomes. In addition, the 

SCFRC differentially estimates the possibility of remission in 

the whole spectrum of the ICD10 schizophrenia diagnoses and 

could serve as a strict integral standard to status evaluation, 

which allows for more accurate decision-making, concerning 

both the remission quality and any prediction of the course of 

the individual’s illness.

The development and the validation of the suggested cri-

teria have a number of limitations. First, the sample size is not 

sufficient. It covers only outpatient schizophrenia subjects, 

who have regular medical check-ups, in a city district popula-

tion of approximately 50,000 people. In spite of the fact that 

the outpatient psychiatric service and city area were chosen 

randomly, we do not believe that the sample was broadly 

representative. Indeed, in other populations – for example, 

in the rural areas – different data could be obtained. Second, 

the influence on the symptomatology assessment of the sub-

jective factors cannot be excluded, as well as the additional 

psychotherapeutic effect, for example, more frequent visits 

for treatment and, additionally, because the study was not 

blinded and was conducted by two investigators at one site. 

Third, the study was observational and did not have strict 

explorative (scientific) objectives so that the relevance of 

the suggested criteria (symptoms and its PANSS levels) can 

only be asserted with reasonable confidence regarding the 

paranoid and partially residual schizophrenia forms. Other 

forms were observed rarely. The samples were not representa-

tive, and the criteria for these groups are preliminary as the 

suggestion for discussion and confirming in special patient 

samples. This very fact does not allow setting up any opera-

tional criteria for the catatonic and the hebephrenic forms.

Furthermore, it is unclear whether the different forms of 

the illness and their courses are stable over a lifespan, and 

thus whether the remission criteria will correspond to these 

possible course changes. In addition, the suggested criteria, 

unfortunately, do not consider such important factors as 

cognitive functioning, compliance, and quality of life, includ-

ing subjective tolerance to long-term pharmacotherapy. The 

importance of considering cognitive impairment in remission 

criteria was shown in many studies17,20,42 including our study,25 

but it is a difficult task to choose simple but not exhaustive 

tests for the routine dynamic assessment of cognitive function-

ing, which are inclusive for all categories of schizophrenia 

patients. Fourth, the validation process was not sufficient, did 

not include such generally accepted validation approaches 

as concurrent validity, contrasted groups validity, interrater 

reliability, or a sensitivity/specificity/efficiency analysis. 

We also did not assess the criteria of long-term stability and T
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Supplementary materials
glossary
Deficit syndrome
An observed state in a patient following acute psychotic ill-

ness whereby the patient has marked negative symptoms as 

described by the IRC and/or new personality traits (changes or 

shift in personality) and/or cognitive deficit, including thought 

disturbances, loosening of associations, etc. So the term resem-

bles the contemporary notion of primary negative symptoms 

and marked cognitive disturbances acquired during the illness 

process (in the older Kraepelinian sense of “defect”).

Disbulia
Weakness and uncertainty of volition, any disturbance of the 

will or of the mental processes that lead to purposeful action 

(hyperbulia, hypobulia, abulia, or parabulia), usually related 

to Verschrobener personality changes.

Pseudopsychopathic
A variant of syndromic remission with predominant acquired 

personality changes following an acute psychotic episode 

and demonstrating symptoms and signs relating to typical 

psychopathy as measured on the Psychopathy Check List - 

Revised (PCL-R) but without necessarily premorbid evidence 

of personality disorder.44

Verschrobener-like
Eccentric, quirky, peculiar, odd, strange, queer, crank, 

extravagant, with unpredictable behavior, usually a conse-

quence of personality changes or shift after an acute psychotic 

episode (a relatively light variant of pseudopsychopathic 

deficit syndrome).

Clinical typology of remission  
in schizophrenia as observed  
for the SCFRC
symptomatic, with the participation  
of positive symptoms
In the treated paranoid type remission patients, there was 

a delusional component of varying severity. The most 

characteristic feature was that, despite the presence of encap-

sulated and actively produced delusions, patients were fully 

undertook only external validation of symptomatic criteria 

(cross-sectional naturalistic study) in a limited schizophrenia 

outpatient population of one city area of psychiatric health 

care service and one open controlled trial with simple ran-

domization. In spite of the fact that the assessment was done 

by independent experts and that the SCFRC demonstrated 

greater sensitivity, the final results should be interpreted with 

caution, and the suggested criteria need to be discussed and 

validated in further independent prospective studies.

Conclusion
Based on our studies, we suggest the extended operational 

SCFRC, which cover different clinical forms and courses of 

schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder, as well as a level 

of social functioning. These new criteria are more accept-

able in comparison with international ones (IRC) for a wide 

range of schizophrenia patients. They allow a more realistic 

modeling of therapeutic goals and may encourage clinicians 

to look for more effective treatment approaches, including 

modern antipsychotic pharmacotherapy in combination with 

psychosocial, psychoeducational, and psychotherapeutic 

activities to achieve more increased and better qualitative 

remission in a larger number of patients.
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or partially compensated socially; this was observed from 

historical data for at least 6 months. The same characteristic 

feature in remission patients was seen with hallucinatory and 

hallucinatory-paranoid types.

Hypochondria remission was characterized by persistent 

somatic complaints, followed by a continuous desire to be 

treated and the presence of senestopatii (somatesthesia) with 

emotional flattening, isolation, and introversion.

In patients of the obsessive remission type, signs of anan-

kastic temperament, pedantic, unchanging commitment to the 

daily routine, rituals, propensity to household rechecking, and 

transient obsessive flashes (blasphemous thoughts, contrast-

ing obsessions, obsessive doubts) were observed.

The thymopathic type of remission was characterized by 

the presence of mood change, such as of postschizophrenic 

depression (F20.4, ICD10), or cyclothymia, hyperthymia, 

or depression, which developed during recovery in affective 

and delusional episodes.

syndromic, with predominant negative 
symptoms and personality changes – 
“deficit syndrome”
Asthenic remission patients were defined by the presence 

of elevated reactivity, vulnerability, fragility, lability, hyper-

esthesia, and rapid exhaustion. They were prone to feebleness 

and weakness. Thus, they were often observed to be more or 

less closed and had reduced social contact.

The sthenic variants were characterized by well-known 

tenacity and perseverance in achieving their goals, were pro-

ductive in their contact with others, and prudent in their work. 

Despite their focus, they lacked situational understanding 

and flexibility. They had narrow interests, were emotionally 

labile, sharp, self-centered, coldly calculating – while being 

excessively pedantic.

In cases with apathetic remission, the patients were char-

acterized by flattening of emotional displays to the point of 

emotional dullness, with lack of interests, weak motivation, 

poor accessibility, lack of friends, and passivity. In some, 

there was a complete indifference to the environment. These 

patients not only stayed at home, but they could perform 

simple household work, while either partially or completely 

taking care of themselves.

The clinical features of pseudopsychopathic-type remis-

sion included emotional and volitional impairment and, 

in particular, the inability to inhibit desires and to submit 

to the demands of others, with a lack of a sense of duty, 

 responsibility, and persistent successive interests, and the 

presence of affective flatness, emotional shallowness, and 

moral coarsening, excessive egocentrism, explosive, combus-

tible, and inability to empathize. In remission of the depen-

dent personality type, Verschroben-like, and autistic changes 

were characteristic features, which included a reduced need 

for social contact and emotional attachment. These patients 

were shut off from the outside world, inaccessible, isolated, 

“unsociable”, and “gloomy”. They were also characterized by 

an autistic tendency, demonstrating vagueness of judgment, 

pedantry, and pretentiousness.
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